SU rallies for Boston!

As the city recovers from the Boston Marathon tragedy, SU's Alumni Club of Boston and alumni groups from across the ACC are "taking back Boylston Street." Join them for a charity Happy Hour on May 8.

The SU community showed its support on campus too, at the recent Keeping the P(e)ace 5K Run/Walk to help victims.

Long before "Boston Strong" entered our vocabulary, Boston alum and photographer Emily Corbató ’62 was contemplating which images of destruction and restoration to include in her exhibit, "Unquiet World." While it ended before the April 15 attack, Boston’s many acts of heroism and resilience echo the exhibit's message. Read about Corbató’s inspiration and find out what's next for her.

SU alums in Boston

Meet Alan Goodman ’72, and find out why his family is creating a legacy at SU. And read about Sean Ellis ’09, a Generation Orange alum enjoying a successful financial career in Boston.

More news...

Get all the latest Boston news on boston.syr.edu.

Have you seen The Campaign for Syracuse University final

Save the date!

Learn to make healthy, easy meals with SU’s Chef Mary Kiernan on May 30!

Lisa Fashionista on Martha’s Vineyard, a children’s story by SU employee JoAnn Rhoads, supports the island’s animal
Questions?

Want to know about an event or how to get involved? Contact David Wishart at awishart@syr.edu or 315.443.2766.